ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Mobile and wireless communication have advanced greatly in the past two decades. Base station placement is the objective of many researchers in the field of wireless sensor networks and the field of mobile networks. Previous research dealt with optimizing the network placement and coverage while considering either the base stations or the users as the moving elements. The demand for energy efficient communication networks is rising and needed by the concerned users; military demand is not an exception. Energy efficiency is a research objective for environmental and performance reasons, using less energy for a greener planet and enhancing the energy usage of a wireless sensor or a mobile device without the need for recharging.
Mobile base station placement research has mainly considered coverage. It does not emphasize on energy efficiency partly because the focus is on large scale networks and partly because civilian rechargeable mobile devices are not restricted to limited energy. Although there has been a lot of research in the field of base station placement [1] [2] [3] [4] , there are only a few that focused on mobile base station [5] [6] [7] .
The proposed method takes into account the free space loss and the knife edge effect for the energy loss to establish a path weight for the shortest path model and uses Dijkstra's algorithm [14] to determine the shortest path. Then, it evaluates the neighboring points to the base station for the energy loss of the network in order to find the position at which the minimum energy loss occurs.
Lloyd-Max's method for base station placement where the base station is basically centered in the middle of a group of users [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] is considered for the purpose of comparing the results. The random waypoint model [15] is used to provide a user movement model where each user is moving around in an independent speed and direction.
ENERGY EFFICIENT MOBILE BASE STATION PLACEMENT
In modern warfare, one of the most important elements of winning the war is communication between soldiers and the base command and among the soldiers themselves.
Due to the fact that building bases is not practical, soldiers are constantly moving and construction resources are expensive, a need for mobile base stations arises. Placing the base stations on the battle field in an appropriate place is crucial because the soldier's communication device has a limited energy source and it is essential for it to operate as long as possible.
The objective is to find the new locations of the base stations (LBi+1) that minimize the total energy lost (TE) in communication, given a set of base stations (BS) and a set of users (MS) at certain locations (LBi) and (LM), consecutively.
One way is just assigning the base station to a random point, which will mean a high energy loss for a few user stations. Another approach is fixing the mobile station to the middle of a group; this approach was first conceived as the Lloyd-Max method and used in [7] which is later compared to the proposed method of mobile base station placement.
The flowchart in Figure 1 shows the evaluation process of the total energy loss of the whole network. The packet routing model uses the user and base station locations in the channel energy loss model to determine the new locations for the base stations. The new base stations locations are then used with the new locations of the users, from the user movement model, in a new round to determine the total energy loss for the whole network in the final round.
SIMULATION
At the beginning the maximum speed for the base station was set to 60 m/s [16] . The possible jumps were set to 16 points in order to find the optimum point for the next mobile base station location.
The models, which are given in this section, clarify the steps taken to move the users, to route the messages to the base station, and to calculate the total energy loss for the users after each possible jump. The downlink communication is ignored for simplicity.
The flowchart in Figure 2 shows the technique used to move the users and the base stations based on the user movement model and the total energy lost in that round. The user locations, the base station locations and the area elevation are the input of Shortest Path First (SPF) which outputs the total energy loss for a certain base station location. The main output of the whole process is the total energy loss for the whole network, which is collected from the total energy losses of each round.
A model for node movement was needed to simulate a large network movement scheme. The model must allow each node to move freely at its own speed to an independent destination. Consequently, the random waypoint model [15] was utilized for user movement.
In the random waypoint model, each node sets a destination and moves to it with a predetermined speed chosen from a minimum-maximum speed range. The users are assumed to be limited in movement by an area of 940m x 320m. Likewise, the speed is chosen randomly to be between 0.4m/s and 1.4m/s [17] .
After reaching its destination the node pauses for a period of time, then it sets a new destination with a new speed. A maximum pause period of 5 minutes is assumed.
Packet routing is very important when talking about energy efficient communication systems. Dijkstra's algorithm is an excellent tool to find the shortest path tree for packet routing. Assuming that the energy loss to be the edge weight in the algorithm helps achieve energy efficient routing.
The untested paths are set to infinity, and their weights are set as a percentage of energy lost compared to the total energy of the user. The base station energy loss is not taken into account since it is assumed that the base station has infinite energy reserve and the downlink paths are set to zero, unused paths. After applying Dijkstra's algorithm the path matrix consists of ones and zeros. Zero means the path was not used and one means the path was used to route the packet. A dummy base station is used to eliminate the need for base stations to connect.
The flowchart in Figure 3 shows the technique used to obtain the total energy loss based on Dijkstra's algorithm. The inputs that feed into Free Space Path Loss (FSPL) are the user location, the base station locations and the area elevation. FSPL outputs the path energy losses which are used in Dijkstra's algorithm as the path weights. The output of Dijkstra's algorithm is a spanning tree with the lowest energy path for packet routing, which in turn enables the calculation of the total energy loss for that run.
As mentioned previously, the expected energy losses for the users are used as path weights. The heights of the user and base station antennas are assumed to be 1.5m and 100m, respectively. The free space propagation model is used instead of the two-ray ground reflection model since the distance restriction does not apply in the assumed case [18] , i.e. where d is the distance between the transmitter and receiver, h t is the antenna height of the transmitter, and h r is the antenna height of the receiver.
The following values are assumed for no specific reason:
Channel capacity = 1 Mbps 3) Bandwidth = 5 MHz 4) SNR = 10 db
The carrier frequency was assumed to be 2.4 GHz due to the fact that the communication channel is based on 802.11. The packet size was set to 4000 bits [19] and the antenna gain for both the transmitter and receiver was set to unity [18] .
The knife edge loss is assumed to happen once. Given the current locations of the users and the locations of the base stations, the knife edge loss is calculated by taking pairs of transmitters and receivers and finding the obstructions in the way of the signal between them. Since it is assumed that the knife edge loss happens once, the search is terminated once the first obstruction is found and the loss is calculated using the following equations:
where h is the effective height of obstruction, d 1 and d 2 are the distances from the obstruction to the transmitter and receiver, and λ is the wavelength.
In each round, each base station has J possible future positions or jumps. For each jump, the expected energy losses for each user (E i ) are calculated by 
where λ is the wave length, C is the speed of light, f c is the carrier frequency, N is the white noise, K is Boltzmann's constant, T is the temperature in Kelvin, B is the Bandwidth, P Rx is the received transmitted power, SNR is the signal to noise ratio, P Tx is the transmitted power, D is the distance the signal travels from the transmitter to the receiver, L knife is the knife edge loss, b is the number of bits sent, and C p is the channel capacity.
The energy losses E i is then used in Dijkstra's algorithm as the path weights. After applying Dijkstra's algorithm, an estimation of the total network energy loss for a specific possible jump is obtained. This is done for each base station and for all possible jumps in order to take the combination of base station jumps with minimum total energy loss.
The flowchart in Figure 4 shows the technique used to obtain the transmission power. The user locations and the base station locations are used to obtain the distance matrix, which is basically a matrix whose values are the distances between pairs of users or users and base stations. The distance matrix is then used to calculate the transmission power needed before considering the knife edge loss. The knife edge loss is calculated by using the distance matrix and the area elevation. The transmission power and the knife edge loss are finally used to calculate the final transmission power. 
RESULTS
The simulation mainly focused on varying three parameters; the number of base stations, the number of users, and the average number of packets sent per second.
For each parameter changed, the total energy used by users was calculated for the proposed method and Lloyd-Max's method.
The number of base stations was varied between 1 base station and 5 base stations. Figure 5 shows that the total energy lost by implementing the proposed method and Lloyd-Max's method decreases as the number of base stations increases. This result is expected because as the number of base stations increases the distance between the base station and the users decreases, thus the power needed for transmission is decreased.
The number of users was varied between 20 users and 100 users. Figure 6 shows that the total energy lost by implementing the proposed method and Lloyd-Max's method increases as the number of users increases. This is due to the increase in the number of packets sent through the network.
The number of average packets sent per second was varied between 1 packet and 5 packets per second. Figure 7 shows that the total energy lost by implementing the proposed method and Lloyd-Max's method increases as the number of average packets sent per second increases. This result is expected because the energy lost in transmission is proportional to the number of packets sent. 
CONCLUSION
This research achieved an algorithm for an energy efficient network for military mobile base station placement. The proposed method is based on minimizing the energy loss of military communication networks where the base station is directed to move along an estimated path and the users are constantly moving in an independent speed and direction. The achieved results for the number of base stations, users, and average packets sent indicate that the proposed method is 6.
